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The original parking bays on the ground floor had a paint 
system laid directly onto block paviors.  The resulting 
finish had over time flaked away.

The Centre wanted to create a new family area in place of 
the special parking provision for disabled drivers.

The areas and colours chosen were to lighten up the area 
to provide a vibrant feel to coincide with the new facility 
being created within the Centre.

The areas were created using the Triflex Pro Park system 
although a series of pre-treatments were required to 
secure the joints between the block setts to provide a flat 
smooth surface.

The traditional line hatching was replaced with a much 
cleaner and more modern look with the use of colours, 
white lines and stencil motifs.  Corresponding matching 
signage was also incorporated following a complete 
respray of the concrete surfaces in a white 
anti-carbonation finish.  The lights were also cleaned to 
provide a much brighter environment. 
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The upper decks were also refreshed to provide new disabled provision near the stores main entrance 
doors.  Corresponding colours were used to complement both the signage and deck parking bays.

New movement joints were introduced to prevent leaking to the floors below.  The asphalt upper decks 
were planed to remove the existing failed coatings and then the Triflex DFS system introduced to 
provide a clean fresh look for the disabled parking area.

The project took nine weeks to complete in phases to ensure the car park and the shopping facilities 
were available to the customers of Ilford at all times.

Foyer areas also received new Triflex coatings and Emseal Joints to stop water penetration into the 
main stair core reception and corresponding doors and metal works were painted to complement the 
colours used for the deck membranes.

New white lining and kerb lighting were also used to replace the existing yellow marking and a 
dedicated drop off area was created to a meet and greet area with a maximum 10-minute stay.

The layouts and bay sizes were created to provide maximum and efficient use of the unusually shaped 
painted decks.
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